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AI FOR SKIN CANCER
DESCRIPTION:
A deep learning model using ResNet34 to  evaluate if a patient has skin 
cancer with the help of dermoscopic images trained via transfer learning

WHAT IS THE INNOVATION HERE?
The Web application,apart from having features to assist the doctor 
like electronic health record that maintains the intricate details about 
the patient which can be used for future reference, it also has 
detailed description of the different types of skin cancers, their 
symptoms,prescription and treatments
The fundamental feature of this application is the deep learning 
model which is trained on the HAM10000 dataset of dermoscopic 
images achieving a accuracy of 93% with the help of transfer learning



AI FOR SKIN CANCER
WHO ARE THE USERS OF THE SYSTEM?

The major stakeholders of the system are dermatologists,doctors and 
patients.The detection of skin cancer via images requires precision and 
skilled training,which is not available in rural areas.The extraction of features 
that cause skin cancer is cumbersome and time consuming.This system will 
assist the doctors in identifying if a patient has skin cancer and will also 
specify it’s type.The system also has a provision to provide necessary 
information about the precautions,causes and treatments of the major types 
of skin cancer.The prescription given by doctor is stored in a database.It’s an 
attempt to digitize health record of patients including their past 
conditions,heart rate,body temperature,age,BMI and other factors that would 
help doctors in providing medications to the patient.



BENEFITS

1. Since the accuracy is more than 93%,in most situations,it is as good as a 
dermatologist in detection of skin cancer by just inputting dermoscopic 
images of skin lesions 

2. It will reduce time and efforts of doctors,since a lot of time would get 
utilized in identifying intricate   details in the dermoscopic images to detect 
nerve damage,fluid leakage,moles and other skin cancer causing  symptoms

3. The system would also have the required information about the seven 
broad types of skin cancer including melanocytic nevi,which the deadliest 
form of skin cancer,along with their causes and treatment.Hence,it would 
serve as a tool which recommends the medications to be taken.The 
maintenance of patient’s health record is another significant advantage





DATASET HAM10000 (SOURCE:KAGGLE)





IMPORTING LIBRARIES ON GOOGLE COLLAB

FASTAI is a library which is built on top of tensorflow,which makes it easier to train our model 
with just a few lines of code.All other functions from fastai are used to fine tune the 
hyperparameters and calculate error rates.
Matplotlib is used in data visualization of training set results 
Google collab is used since it uses faster GPUs and has massive RAM which can be used to train 
10000 images



TRAINING PHASE OF RESNET34 USING TRANSFER LEARNING



TRAINING RESULTS FOR FIRST TEN EPOCHS





LOSS RATE















TECHNOLOGY STACK

Google Collab
ResNet34 for Deep Learning Model
Fastai library built on top of keras
Pandas for data extraction/reading
Matplotlib for data visualization
Flask as Web Framework
Sqlite3 Database
Python 
HTML
CSS
JavaScript
JqueryUI
Materialize CSS
Jinja Templating



PROGRESS AND FUTURE PLANS

1. More than 75% of our prototype is ready.The prime part of our system, the skin 
cancer prediction model has a accuracy of more than 93%.It can accurately 
classify an image of a skin lesion into seven different classes.We plan to improve 
the accuracy of our model by fine tuning and using transfer learning on other 
models like ResNet50,InceptionV3 etc

2. The User Interface of our application is almost done.The technology used is 
Materialize CSS,with HTML,Javascript and JQuery.The system is extremely user 
friendly with minimalistic design and easy to use features which common people 
can understand

3. The database architecture is in working state and is storing the health record of 
patients,with their basic health information.We are planning to store images as 
health record with their prescriptions which can be used to improve our dataset 
which will inturn improve the accuracy



URL of the Prototype Video
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1H9aTKJhtIpQkevgqOlGR9PfyXIxQa3IZ
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